TEAM VOLUNTEERS
Manager (all divisions) – Our managers are our team leaders. From tryouts to draft day and on
to the playoffs, managing all baseball operations for the team, these leaders provide our players
with planned practices, game lineups and creating a culture where are players can be part of the
team, improve their skills, and most importantly, have fun. These volunteers are the ones
creating impactful experiences for our kids. We all have that one coach that we remember from
our youth…the one that inspired our love of the game. You have the chance to be that coach!
Coach (All divisions, 2 per team) – This is a supportive role. 13 players at any age can be a
handful. These dedicated folks try to see the vision that their manager has laid out for the team
and help the manager to deliver it. Running drills, coaching bases, directing players…even
filling in when the manager can’t make a practice or game. These volunteers are critical to the
team’s success. No manager can go it alone.
Team Parent (all divisions) – This volunteer position is the liaison between the league board and
league families. In addition, Managers lean on the Team parent to provide administrative
support to the team. Snack Schedules, organizing team parties, team communications, are all
potential roles for the team parent. If you’d like to be close to the team and can’t help out on the
field, this is a great place to volunteer.
Field Prep (Rookie and above) – These folks have the lucky chance to make the kids feel like
pros. There is no better feeling as a player than to step over that perfect foul line when taking the
field to start a game. Our fields need to be dragged, watered and chalked, outfield cones or
fences setup, bases in place. With two people, it takes around 20 minutes to get it looking great!
Scorekeeper (Aball - Majors) – Grab that book and a sharp pencil. You’ll have a view of the
game that even the managers don’t have. This is an exciting way to experience baseball.
Keeping track of the count, batting order, score, innings and time. It’s great fun and not that
tricky. Every team needs somebody to do this. Pull up your chair and have fun!
Umpire in Chief (Aball - Majors) – The UIC is in place when we have no umpires on the field.
Our UIC is an adult from the home team who steps outside the bias of the game and ensures the
safety, comfort and success of our youth umpires. UIC’s are not to make any calls on the field.
Please see our UIC page for more details.

